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A few thoughts about a good staff:

Offering comprehensive,
hydrogeologic services
in five integrated areas:
Groundwater Development —
extensive knowledge of and
experience with well drilling
technology, borehole evaluation
and well design, plus an Arizona
well driller's license
Groundwater Modeling —
technical abilities combined with
interpretive skill acquired through
five decades of collective team
experience in creating and
interpreting models

The value of our service equals the sum of our staff.
We are scientists, problem solvers, implementers. People who love what
we do. Clear Creek Associates are a group of people whose collective
expertise in groundwater-related projects in Arizona is unmatched. We’re
dedicated to offering quality-focused, very responsive hydrologic services to
clients throughout the Southwest.
We’ve built our reputation on a foundation of strong professional
capabilities, finely honed project coordination and communication skills,
and extensive statewide experience.
With each addition to our staff over the past six years, the value of our
service has grown. You can find out more about our newest staff members,
and other matters of interest, at our Web site, www.clearcreekassociates.com.

in Phoenix:
6155 E. Indian School Rd., Suite 100, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251
(480) 659-7131, (480) 659-7134 fax
in Tucson:
221 N. Court Ave., Suite 101, Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520) 622-3222, (520) 622-4040 fax
www.clearcreekassociates.com

Hydrogeologic investigations —
focused application of
hydrogeological analyses to
resolve groundwater issues,
address regulatory concerns and
water rights issues, or support
water resources planning
Environmental Services —
resolving problems in a cost
effective and timely manner by
integrating scientific, technical,
analytical and legal capabilities,
with proven relationships with
regulators
Mining Support —
clarifying communications,
streamlining permitting, and
helping companies develop
positive relationships with
environmental agencies

Designed, developed & manufactured by Solinst
Higher accuracy, improved temperature compensation,
altitude adjustment and more
Backward compatible
The New Levelogger Gold represents the next generation of Solinst Levelogger®. Vastly
improved over previous versions, the Levelogger Gold is completely designed, developed and
manufactured in-house, in the tradition of all Solinst high quality products. Offering higher
resolution and high accuracy of 0.05% for a much reduced price, the Levelogger Gold has
improved transducer, temperature, and clock accuracies. Altitude, water density, temperature and
barometric compensations also add to the major jump in accuracy.
New user-selectable recording schedule, as well as the standard event-based and linear sampling,
is just one of the added features of the most friendly software yet. Battery life is 10-Years, even
with recordings every minute. Memory is 40,000 readings of pressure and temperature, displayed
as temperature compensated level, with an on-board backup of the last 1200 logs. The stainless
steel housing protects against lightning and power surges and the golden Zirconium Nitride
coating gives extra corrosion resistance.

High Quality Groundwater & Surface Water Monitoring Instrumentation
Solinst Canada Ltd., 35 Todd Road, Georgetown, ON L7G 4R8
Tel: +1 (905) 873-2255; (800) 661-2023 Fax: +1 (905) 873-1992; (800) 516-9081
Visit our website: www.solinst.com E-mail: instruments@solinst.com
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From the
Publisher
“Seeding is believing” was heard at a recent cloud seeding conference, and the practitioners
of cloud seeding are indeed an enthusiastic bunch. Although many uncertainties in
understanding the process and results of cloud seeding remain, the potential for achieving
additional precipitation for relatively low investment is great enough to foster several large
projects in the Southwest. Is this “weather modification” a solution to our long-term water
supply concerns? Cloud seeding might augment the water supply somewhat in some areas, but
don’t scrap the desalination and conservation programs just yet.
Plans for the Aug. 29-Sept. 1 joint Southwest Hydrology/Arizona Hydrological Society
symposium, “Sustainable Water, Unlimited Growth, Quality of Life: Can We Have It All?”
are well underway. We have many distinguished speakers confirmed and ready to discuss
hard questions about water supplies, policy, and technology. Concurrent technical sessions
will feature a diversity of relevant topics. In addition, optional workshops and field trips are
available to help you make the most of your trip to Tucson. Many sponsors and exhibitors have
already made generous contributions, but there’s still space for more! Registration will open in
late April, but you can reserve your room now at the beautiful Westin La Paloma Resort and
Spa for $109 (single/double), or $83 for government employees.
Visit www.watersymposium.org for all the details.
As always, we are grateful to our contributors and sponsors for providing the means to
produce this publication.

Betsy Woodhouse, Publisher

A water cloud spills eastward and
evaporates beyond the crest of the Sierra
Nevada toward Reno, Nevada, after
having deposited some of its water in
the form of snow on the ridge. Cloud
seeding can accelerate the conversion
of cloud water to precipitation and
enhance the snowpack. Photo by D.
Rosenfeld during the SUPRECIP field
campaign, March 2, 2005.
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Cloud Seeding
As western water managers look for ways to diversify their water portfolios,
they’re increasingly looking up to the clouds, wondering if they can squeeze any
additional water from them. Is cloud seeding a viable new source of water for the
West? Perhaps. Under certain conditions, microscopic-sized materials injected into
clouds can cause more precipitation to occur than would have fallen naturally. But
many questions remain regarding the details of the process, the success of programs,
and the impacts of air pollution. Such questions have held up federal funding
of research programs, but some local groups are proceeding on their own.

16 Basic Cloud Seeding Concepts

William R. Cotton
This primer describes precipitation
processes and the types of seeding
appropriate for particular seasons,
weather, and orographic conditions.

24 Testing the Effects of Cloud Seeding
in Wyoming

Bruce Boe and Barry Lawrence
A five-year cloud seeding pilot project
underway in Wyoming is unique in
that it gained full funding from the
legislature, will be independently
evaluated by NCAR, and involved
local, state, federal, and tribal interests
from the start.

18 Cloud Seeding in the Upper Colorado
Basin: Management Perspective

Don A. Ostler
Colorado River managers, faced with
recent sustained droughts and potential
shortages, are increasingly considering
winter cloud seeding as a technique
to supplement water resources.

26 Seeding Is Not Just Believing: More
Science Is Needed

Roelof Bruintjes
Human activities can affect the weather,
and seeding will cause changes to a
cloud. However, in many cases we are
still unable to translate these induced
changes into verifiable changes in
rainfall, hail fall, and snowfall on
the ground, or to employ methods
that produce scientifically credible,
repeatable changes in precipitation.

19 Cloud Seeding in the Upper Colorado
Basin: Technical Feasibility

Don A. Griffith and Mark E. Solak
The results of a 2006 study on the
potential impact, costs, and benefits of
cloud seeding for enhancing streamflow
in the Colorado may surprise you.

20 The Double-Sided Sensitivity of Clouds
to Air Pollution and Intentional Seeding
Daniel Rosenfeld and
William L. Woodley
Aerosols from smoke and urban
air pollution can actually suppress
raindrop formation, particularly
from orographic clouds. Could
cloud seeding offset this effect?

22 Weather Modification and the Law
George W. Bomar
The “sparse and contradictory”
history of case law on weather
modification has been hampered
by inadequate understanding of
the formation of precipitation.
What licensing and permitting
procedures are currently in place?

28 Will Congress Act to Support
Weather Modification?

Tom DeFelice
A National Weather Modification
Program that would administer
resources for all R&D efforts for
optimizing cloud seeding technologies
has been proposed to Congress.

29 ASCE’s Standard Practice Provides
Procedures Overview

Betsy Woodhouse
For an overview of how cloud
seeding works from both the scientific
and practical perspectives, turn to
ASCE’s Standard Practice.
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